
Gregory-Aland 2418 
(a.k.a. Zagora, Greece: Public Historical Library of Zagora 1) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: 2418 
Contents: e† 
Date: XV 
Material: paper 
Leaves: 178 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 22 
Dimensions: 19.5 x 14 cm 
Shelf Number: Zagora City Library 2 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: Shelf number, Leaf count, Dimensions, Lines per 
page.  
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: 2418 
Contents: e† 
Date: XV 
Material: paper 
Leaves: 180 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 22 from 2a to 57b. 18 from 58a to 87b. 22 from 88a–end of MS. 
Shelf Number: Public Historical Library of Zagora 1 
Dimensions:  19.5 x 14.5 x 5  
 
Leaves/Images: Leaves (360) + Cover and Color Chart (7) + Additional Matter (2) + 
UV = 630 Total Images. 

 
Quires1:  

1.2–7; 2.8–16; 3.17–24; 4.32; 5.33–40; 6.41–48; 7.49–54; 8.55–63; 9.64–71; 
10.72–79; 11.80–87; 12.88–96; 13.97–102; 14.103–110; 15.111–118; 16.119–
126; 17.127–134; 18.135–141; 19.141–148; 20.149–155; 21.156–160; 22.161–
167; 23.168–174; 24.175–178. 

 
Cover and Color Chart: paper binding (2), edges and spine (4), Color chart (1) = 
total images 7 

                                                
1 Page count listed is the written number not the actual page number. The folio numbers 
are not correct throughout; the first leaf starts with the number “2,” which is hard to see 
but written up at the top right-right corner in pencil. Then they are correct up to folio 
“141.” Then there are three “141” leaves, two “161” leaves, and no number on the 
fragmentary folio of what would have been “177” based off this folioation. The MS ends 
on folio “178.”   



 
Additional matter: binding strips (2) = Total Images 2 

Text: 178 (360) = Total Images 360 
 
UV (MS leaf numbers, not ours): 261 Total Images 

 
Notable features:  

The MS shelf numbering system has now changed. The old numbers follow the Zagora 
Historical Library’s catalogue. These old numbers are the numbers in the K-Liste. The 
new number for this MS is now “1”. The box which the MS is kept in also has “χ 
001” in pencil on the side of the box. There is a purple-colored stamp that is now on 
every MS, usually on the first page. It reads, “Βιβλ. εισαγςγης αριδ. _________” In 
the space with the line is the handwritten new number of the MS. In this case, again, 
it is now the number 1.  

The MS has no hardcover and is in semi-poor condition because of water damage. The 
water damage is all the way through the MS. UV will be required on selected pages 
where the text is unclear.  

The MS came with an envelope containing material from the binding.  
The MS was wrapped in paper. There is no text on this paper.  
Still has the spine, but it is in bad condition. There is a sticker on it with the old shelf 

number system. This sticker has 2 on it.  
1a: starts in Matt. 10. And has all four Gospels. It is labeled 2 (-1) 
41b: end of Matt 
42a: start of Mark, starting with Kephalia.  
43a Gospel text starts for Mark 
56–57: are bound tighter and therefore create a smaller leaf.  
57b: has 22 lines per page in same hand. Starting on “58” a new hand is present and there 

are only 18 lines per page.  
88: prior hand returns which is the start of Kephalia of the Gospel of Luke  
87a: End of Mark 
87b: has child’s hand with scribbles. 
88a: Kephalia for Luke.  
89b: Gospel text start for Luke. 
141: Leaf 140, 141, and 142 are labeled 141 (+1). 
147a: Gospel of Luke ends on  
147a: Introduction to Gospel of John in a different hand from the text.  
147b: Kephalia for John. 
148a: Beginning of John  
161: Leaf 162 and 163 are labeled 161 (+2) 
Quire 20 was a ten leaf quire but it has seemingly lost leaves. Middle of quire is in 

between 153b and 154a, with only f. 154 and 155 present. New quire starts 156a. 
Quire 21 is a 6 leaf quire, seemingly with one leaf missing, making 5 present.  
Quire 23 back to an 8 leaf quire. 
Quires 23 and 24 are badly damaged.  
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